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論文題目
Reconstruction of deglaciation history since the Last Glacial Maximum along the
southern Soya Coast, Lützow-Holm Bay, East Antarctica

Geological reconstruction of the retreat history of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet
(EAIS) since the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) is essential for understanding the
response of the ice sheet to global climatic change and the mechanisms of retreat,
including a possible abrupt melting event. Such information is key for constraining
climatic and ice-sheet models that are used to predict future EAIS melting. However,
data required to make a detailed reconstruction of the history of the EAIS involving
changes in its thickness and lateral extent since the LGM remain sparse. The lack of
geological constrain makes it difficult to estimate the mechanism of EAIS fluctuation
and leads to uncertainty in predicting future EAIS melting.
The Soya Coast is located on the eastern side of Dronning Maud Land, East
Antarctica, and faces the Cosmonauts Sea, including Lützow-Holm Bay. This
geographic configuration is considered suitable for investigating the potential impact
of ocean–ice interactions on the deglaciation of the EAIS. In addition, numerous
numbers of glacial lakes in ice-free oases along the Soya Coast are suitable for
reconstructing regional environmental changes and retreat history of the EAIS. The
author conducted field-based geomorphological surveys on the southern Soya Coast
during 2015–2016, 2017–2018 as a part of the 57 and 59th Japanese Antarctic Research
Expedition (JARE). This thesis presents a detailed ice-sheet history for the southern
Soya Coast (Skarvsnes, Skallen, and Telen), Lützow-Holm Bay, East Antarctica, based
on geomorphological observations, surface exposure ages, and lake sediments
characteristics. This combined approach yields not only a timing of retreat, but also the
more detailed reconstruction of the spatial variation of ice-sheet history and mechanism
of the thinning and retreat of the EAIS.
Field-based geomorphological observations, surface exposure dating of erratic
rocks, and lake sediment analysis, including high precision 14 C dating provide clear
evidence for an abrupt thinning and retreat of the EAIS along the southern Soya Coast
during the Early to Mid-Holocene (between 10 and 9 ka to 5.4 ka). These results also
indicate that the ice-free areas (Skarvsnes, Skallen, and Telen) along the Soya Coast
were all covered by the EAIS before deglaciation, most likely during the LGM. However,
the exposure ages of bedrock from Skarvsnes (18010905 at 21.2 ka and 16012401 at
14.4 ka) show ages that are older than those of the erratic rocks. These differences in

the exposure ages of the bedrock-erratic pairs from the same location suggest
inheritance in the exposure ages of the bedrock acquired during ice-free periods prior
to the last deglaciation. This interpretation is consistent with the difference in
weathering features between bedrock and erratic rocks. This indicates that the
subglacial condition of the ice sheet that overlaid this area was nonerosive cold-based
ice and/or warm-based ice, which not sufficiently to erode the bedrock to completely
reset the inherited component of exposure ages. Although the author cannot directly
constrain ice thickness during the last glacial period (certainly LGM), evidence from
weathering features and inherited exposure ages of bedrock at Skjegget (400 m a.s.l.),
Skarvsnes, provides the first-order estimation for the upper limit on the former ice sheet
thickness that overlaid the summit of Skjegget less than ~300 m.
The timing of the abrupt ice-sheet thinning and retreat is probably consistent
with the intrusion of modified Circumpolar Deep Water (mCDW) into deep submarine
valleys in Lützow-Holm Bay, as inferred from a published record of fossil foraminifera
data of marine sediment cores. Thus, the author proposes that the mechanism of the
abrupt thinning and retreat of the EAIS along the southern Soya Coast was marine icesheet instability caused by the mCDW intrusion into the deep submarine valleys. Based
on this hypothesis, the slight differences in the timing of the initiation of the ice-sheet
retreat between the northern and southern sides of Skarvsnes can also be explained by
the geographical configuration of this area. The Telen submarine valley, southern side
of Skarvsnes, is a large submarine valley with more than 1000 m deep, while the Honnör
submarine valley is slightly shallower and smaller. This suggests that the Telen
submarine valley is potentially more susceptible to the mCDW intrusion, which may
cause earlier deglaciation in the southern side of Skarvsnes. On the other hand, the
Skjegget, northern part of Skarvsnes, is directly facing to the Honnör submarine valley,
which may have been more sensitive to the mCDW intrusion and to the ocean–ice-sheet
interactions than the southern part of Skarvsnes. Therefore, the initiation of the ice sheet
thinning of the northern part of Skarvsnes was slightly later, but the more abrupt
thinning was thought to have occurred. The present study suggests that understanding
of ocean–ice-sheet interactions to explain ice sheet behavior is important not only for
West Antarctica but also for the Indian Ocean sector of East Antarctica.

